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We develop for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive theory to describe the nonlinear
propagation of picosecond pulses through symmetric two-core fibers (TCFs). Considering the elementary TCF
switching process, we derive an exact analytical expression for the nonlinear phase shift of a picosecond pulse of
arbitrary shape and chirp. Applying our results to an unchirped Gaussian input pulse, we demonstrate spectral
narrowing in the propagation of the pulse through a TCF. Our results show that the linear coupling induces that
spectral narrowing. The amount of narrowing of the pulse spectra depends on the peak power of the input
pulse. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

In single-core fibers (SCFs), the nonlinear effect of self-phase
modulation (SPM) gives rise to an intensity-dependent phase
shift called nonlinear phase shift [1]. The time dependence of
the nonlinear phase shift caused by the temporal behavior of
the amplitude function of an optical pulse induces spectral
broadening [1]. On the positive side, SPM-induced spectral
broadening plays an important role in many cases of light-wave
propagation, such as soliton formation and supercontinuum
generation [1,2], and it is widely applied for all-optical regen-
eration [3]. On the negative side, it degrades the performance
of high-bandwidth optical fiber communication (OFC) sys-
tems [4,5], and it is a limiting factor in high-power fiber laser
systems [6,7].

The SPM-induced phase shift and spectral broadening of an
optical pulse propagating through a fiber core that is coupled
with adjacent parallel fiber cores are still unexplored. This is
due in part by the complexity of the systems of multiple
fiber cores, named multicore fibers (MCFs). However, SPM-
induced spectral broadening in MCFs plays the same important
positive and negative roles as in SCFs. In fact, it is very impor-
tant for soliton switching and multifrequency generation in
MCF couplers [8–11]. In addition, its understanding in MCFs
is quite promising to optimize the engineering of novel com-
ponents for information technology, such as mode-locked
MCF lasers [12–15] and MCF amplifiers [16–18].

MCFs have been the focus of worldwide research to over-
come critical transmission capacity barriers and boost the
capability of modern OFC systems [19]. This is so because
their signal-carrying capacity is many times greater than that
of traditional SCFs. In fact, MCFs have received considerable
attention recently because they have been proposed to fabricate
very stable optical fiber sensors [20]. In this regard, several
fabrication challenges have been overcome to demonstrate
novel MCF structures [20–22]. In MCFs, a number of cores
is introduced at different positions, in a preselected array, in the
fiber cross section and within a single cladding. In the most
typical case, each core accommodates a single guided mode,
depending on the size of the MCF cores and some other design
parameters, but there may be a number of guided modes
[19,22,23]. MCFs have attracted attention for enhancing
the capacity of OFC systems through space-division multiplex-
ing (SDM) [23], and several experiments have demonstrated
high-speed data transmission over MCFs at rates that approach
a petabit per second [24–26]. When we consider a MCF as a
medium for SDM transmission, the linear coupling between
cores is a key feature to be considered and analyzed [27].

In this paper, we present the results of a theoretical study of
the effect of linear coupling on the nonlinear phase shift and
frequency spectrum of an initial unchirped optical pulse propa-
gating through a two-core fiber (TCF). We have focused on a
TCF, which is the simplest, but most important, setup of
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MCFs to obtain physical insight of the effect of linear coupling
on the phenomenon of SPM. For our purposes, the analysis of
the elementary switching process in a TCF was sufficient to
obtain considerable and comprehensive results.

2. NONLINEAR COUPLED-MODE EQUATIONS
AND THEIR ANALYTIC SOLUTION

In this section, using a symmetric fiber coupler analysis, we
derive an exact analytical expression for the nonlinear phase
shift of an optical pulse propagating in a lossless TCF by solving
the following nonlinear coupled-mode equations [28]:

dU 1

dz
� iκU 2 � i

1

LNL

�jU 1j2 � σjU 2j2�U 1; (1a)

dU 2

dz
� iκU 1 � i

1

LNL

�jU 2j2 � σjU 1j2�U 2; (1b)

where U 1�z; T � and U 2�z; T � are the normalized slowly vary-
ing amplitudes, LNL � �γP0�−1 is the nonlinear length, P0 is
the peak power of the input optical pulse, and γ is the nonlinear
parameter of each TCF core. Here we are considering that
the modes in the TCF cores are perfectly matched. The time
T � t − z∕vg is measured in a frame of reference moving with
the optical pulse at the group velocity vg, and z is the standard
notation for the propagation distance. The parameters κ and σ
are the coupling coefficient and cross-phase modulation (XPM)
parameters, respectively.

We are interested in the propagation of picosecond pulses
where the dispersive effects are negligible, allowing us to focus
in the analysis of the effect of linear coupling on SPM. We can
introduce the dispersion length in the usual way as LD �
T 2

0∕jβ2j, where T 0 is the pulse width and β2 is the group-
velocity dispersion parameter [1]. Therefore, Eqs. (1a) and (1b)
govern the propagation of optical pulses wide enough that the
dispersion length LD is much larger than the TCF length L.

In general, we consider a TCF with identical fiber cores of
radius a, separated by a distance d between their centers. More
specifically, the TCF consists of a launch fiber core coupled
with an unlaunch fiber core. The launch fiber core is a fiber
core that is initially pumped with an optical pulse, and the un-
launch fiber core is not initially pumped. We are considering
the simplest situation in which a single-input pulse is launched
into one TCF core such that it excites a single transverse electric
(TE) polarization mode of the TCF core.

The coupling coefficient κ and the XPM parameter σ, which
represent the linear and nonlinear coupling coefficients, respec-
tively, depend on the distance d between the two TCF cores,
and are defined as [28]

κ � k20
2β

ZZ
∞

−∞
Δn2F�

1F 2dxdy; (2)

σ � 2Aeff

ZZ
∞

−∞
jF 1j2jF 2j2dxdy; (3)

where we have assumed that the spatial distribution F j�x; y�
with j � 1; 2, which corresponds to the fundamental mode
supported by the jth TCF core in the absence of other core,
is normalized such that

RR
∞
−∞ jF j�x; y�j2dxdy � 1. The other

quantities are as follows: k0 � 2π∕λ is the free-space wavenum-
ber, where λ is the wavelength; Δn2 � n2co − n2cl is the per-
turbing refractive index, where nco is the core refractive
index and ncl is the cladding refractive index; β is the propa-
gation constant in the TCF; and Aeff is the effective mode area
of each TCF core. To find how κ and σ evolve with d , we
solve Eqs. (2) and (3) using the Gaussian approximation for
F j�x; y� [1].

Figure 1 shows κ and σ as a function of the relative core
center separation d∕a. Here we present the values of the linear
and nonlinear coupling coefficients under the weakly guiding
approximation using the following parameters: the core radius
a � 4 μm, the relative core–cladding index difference Δ �
0.3%, and the V parameter V � 2 with λ � 1.55 μm. Each
TCF core supports a single mode for V < 2.402 [1]. Note that
σ is very small for values d∕a > 3.

The complex slowly varying amplitude Uj�z; T � of the jth
TCF core has an instantaneous optical power of Pj�z; T �. Both
optical powers, P1�z; T � and P2�z; T �, can vary along L
because of the overlap of the two modes. Here it is convenient
to define P��z; T � � �P1�z; T � � P2�z; T �	∕2 such that
Pj�z; T � � �P��z; T � − �−1�jP−�z; T �	.

We analytically solve Eqs. (1a) and (1b) by using a
generalization of the well-known technique of introducing
real amplitude and phase terms U j�z; T � � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pj�z; T �p
expfi�ϕNLj�z; T � � ϕ0j�0; T �	g. We note that P��z; T � is a
z constant �dP��z; T �∕dz � 0	 [28], so

Fig. 1. (a) Linear and (b) nonlinear coupling coefficients as a
function of d∕a.
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U j�z; T � �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P��0; T �

p
�1 − �−1�jP−�z; T �∕P��z; T �	1∕2

× expfi�ϕNLj�z; T � � ϕ0j�0; T �	g; (4)

where ϕ0j�0; T � is a z constant, as well. Here we consider the
specific case in which all the input power is initially launched
into one TCF core (i.e., U 2�0; T � � 0 at any time); therefore,

U 1�z; T � � U 1�0; T �ffiffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� u�z; T �

p
eiϕ1�z;T �; (5a)

U 2�z; T � � i
U 1�0; T �ffiffiffi

2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − u�z; T �

p
eiϕ2�z;T �; (5b)

where ϕj�z; T � � ϕNLj�z; T � � ϕ0j�0; T � and u�z; T � �
P−�z; T �∕P��z; T �. U 1�z; T � and U 2�z; T � give the informa-
tion of the behavior of the optical pulse when it propagates
through the launch and unlaunch TCF cores, respectively. The
factor i in Eq. (5b) appears because the TCF introduces a
relative phase shift of π∕2 before any power is transferred to
the second TCF core [28,29]. Initial conditions are such that
u�0; T � � 1, ϕ1�0; T � � 0, and ϕ2�0; T � � 0 for each time
element. By inserting the solution from Eqs. (5a) and (5b) into
Eqs. (1a) and (1b), we arrive at

du
dz

� −2κ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − u2

p
cos ϕ; (6)

dϕ
dz

� −
2κuffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − u2

p sin ϕ� jU 1�0; T �j2
LNL

�σ − 1�u; (7)

where ϕ�z; T � � ϕ2�z; T � − ϕ1�z; T �, and
dϕ1

dz
� −

1 − uffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − u2

p κ sin ϕ� jU 1�0; T �j2
2LNL

��σ � 1� − �σ − 1�u	;

(8)

dϕ2

dz
� −

1� uffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − u2

p κ sin ϕ� jU 1�0; T �j2
2LNL

��σ � 1� � �σ − 1�u	:

(9)

Equations (6) and (7) can be integrated by using elliptic inte-
grals [30]. Two kinds of solutions of Eqs. (6) and (7) that satisfy
the initial conditions are available.
Solution 1:

u�z; T � � cn�2κzjm1�; (10)

ϕ�z; T � � arccos�dn�2κzjm1�	: (11)

Solution 2:

u�z; T � � dn
�

2κzffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p jm2

�
; (12)

ϕ�z; T � � arccos

�
cn
�

2κzffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p jm2

��
: (13)

The Jacobi elliptic functions, dn�xjjmj� and cn�xjjmj�,
are two variable functions with argument xj and modulus
mj. In our case, m1�T � � ��σ − 1�jU 1�0; T �j2∕4κLNL	2 and
m2�T � � �4κLNL∕�σ − 1�jU 1�0; T �j2	2 are time-dependent
parameters. Note that m1 � 1∕m2.

The values of κ and P0 for which m1 � 1 and m2 � 1 are
defined as the critical coupling coefficient κc and critical power
Pc , respectively. The substitution of Solution 1 or 2 into Eq. (5)
produces the function f �κ� (when m1 � 1 or m2 � 1):

f �κ� � 4κLNL − �1 − σ�κ�	jU 1�0; T �j2: (14)

κc is the solution of the function f �κ� � 0. This is so because σ
depends on κ in general. By using the definition of LNL, Pc is
given by

Pc �
4κc

γ�1 − σ�κc�	jU 1�0; T �j2 : (15)

For any elliptic function, its modulus must lie between 0 and 1.
Using the condition 0 ≤ m1 ≤ 1 or 0 ≤ m2 ≤ 1, we obtain

κ

P0

≥
γ

4
�1 − σ�jU 1�0; T �j2 � κc

Pc
; (16)

or
κ

P0

≤
γ

4
�1 − σ�jU 1�0; T �j2 � κc

Pc
; (17)

respectively.
Equation (15) reduces to the well-known definition of the

continuous wave Pc�jU 1�0; T �j2 � 1� [28]. In the case of op-
tical pulses, both κc and Pc are time-dependent functions that
give rise to a power-dependent transmission and a pulse inten-
sity discrimination in TCFs [15]. These two parameters play an
important role because they define a boundary between the two
possible solutions (Solutions 1 and 2) of Eqs. (6) and (7). It is
important to note [Eq. (15)] that γ controls the relationship
between κc and Pc .

In general, Solutions 1 and 2 form a complete solution of
the system for all values of κ and P0. Equation (16) shows that
Solution 1 applies when κc ≤ κ < ∞ or/and the input peak
power is low (0 < P0 ≤ Pc). It is well known that, in this case,
both P1�z; T � and P2�z; T � vary sinusoidally with z for any
directional coupler [28,29]. The periodic power transfer be-
tween the two TCF cores depends on the parameter κL. In par-
ticular, the coupling length Lc is the shortest distance at which
the maximum power is transferred from the launch TCF core
to the unlaunch TCF core for the first time. On the other hand,
Eq. (17) shows that Solution 2 applies when 0 < κ ≤ κc or/and
the input peak power is high (Pc ≤ P0 < ∞); resulting in a
reduction in the power exchange efficiency, i.e., the linear
coupling effect is reduced and the optical field remains pri-
marily in the launch TCF core.

The parameter that defines the boundary between the low-
power (0 < P0 ≤ Pc) and high-power (Pc ≤ P0 < ∞) regimes
is Pc . Analogously, it is easy to show that the parameter that
defines the boundary between the weak-coupling (0 < κ ≤ κc)
and strong-coupling (κc ≤ κ < ∞) regimes is κc . In particular,
κc acts as the overlap enhancement starting point of the fields
associated with the two TCF cores. TCFs can thus operate in
two distinct regimes.

Linear Regime. In this regime, κ and P0 satisfy the follow-
ing inequalities: κc ≤ κ < ∞ and 0 < P0 ≤ Pc . For this case,
we derive the relations that govern the power exchange between
the two TCF cores. The expressions for the output powers are
given by
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P1�z; T � � jU 1�0; T �j2
2

�1� cn�2κLjm1�	; (18a)

P2�z; T � � jU 1�0; T �j2
2

�1 − cn�2κLjm1�	: (18b)

From Eqs. (18a) and (18b), we find that the coupling length is
given by Lc � K 1∕κ, where K 1�m1� is a complete elliptic
integral of the first kind. Using Eqs. (10) and (11) to integrate
Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain that the expressions for the output
nonlinear phase shifts in this regime are given by

ϕNL1�L; T � � L
4LNL

jU 1�0; T �j2�σ � 3�

−
�−1�k1
2

arccosfdn�2κLjm1�g; (19a)

ϕNL2�L; T � � L
4LNL

jU 1�0; T �j2�σ � 3�

� �−1�k1
2

arccosfdn�2κLjm1�g; (19b)

where k1 is an integer that depends on the argument and period
of dn�x1jm1�. More specifically, k1 is given by

k1 �
���� κL
K 1

−
1

2

����: (20)

In this regime, κ can be very large but not infinity or/and P0

can be very low but not zero. We are going to analyze what
happens in the limit when we put together the two TCF cores
so close or/and we launch an optical pulse with low P0 to the
TCF such that an exchange of power between the two TCF
cores is obtained. In this coupling limit, when κ → ∞ or/and
P0 → 0, the modulus m1 → 0 and, therefore, ϕNLj�L; T � →
jU 1�0; T �j2�3� σ�L∕4LNL and Lc � π∕2κ, which is the stan-
dard definition of the coupling length of linear directional cou-
plers [28,29]. Assuming that σ ≈ 0 when d∕a > 3, we define
the last limit values as ϕκ→∞

NLj �L; T � � 3jU 1�0; T �j2L∕�4LNL�.
Note that both nonlinear phase shifts tend to the same value,
i.e., when the linear coupling between the two TCF cores is
strong, the nonlinear phase shift of the optical pulse will be
the same if the pulse leaves the TCF at the output of the launch
or unlaunch TCF core. Here we define the maximum nonlin-
ear phase shifts at the pulse center as ϕmax 1 � ϕNL1�L; 0� and
ϕmax 2 � ϕNL2�L; 0�, where the complex slowly varying ampli-
tude of the input pulse is normalized such that jU 1�0; 0�j � 1.
Therefore, in the coupling limit ϕκ→∞

max 1 � ϕκ→∞
max 2 � 3L∕�4LNL�.

Nonlinear Regime. In this regime, κ and P0 satisfy the
following inequalities: 0 < κ ≤ κc and Pc ≤ P0 < ∞. For this
case, we demonstrate below that the evanescent field is so weak
that we can neglect both the XPM effect (negligible σ) and the
total field transfer among the TCF cores. Here the expressions
for the output powers are given by

P1�L; T � � jU 1�0; T �j2
2

×
�
1� dn

�
L

2LNL

jU 1�0; T �j2�σ − 1�jm2

��
;

(21a)

P2�L; T � � jU 1�0; T �j2
2

×
�
1 − dn

�
L

2LNL

jU 1�0; T �j2�σ − 1�jm2

��
:

(21b)

When using Eqs. (21a) and (21b), we can notice that
P−�L; T � ≥ 0 because the function 0 ≤ dn�x2jm2� ≤ 1.
Therefore, as light propagates in the TCF, the total power
in the launch TCF core cannot be totally transferred to the
other TCF core. Therein, the XPM effect is so small that we
can neglect σ. By using Eqs. (12) and (13) to integrate Eqs. (8)
and (9), we obtain that the expressions for the output nonlinear
phase shifts in this regime are given by

ϕNL1�L;T �

� L
4LNL

jU 1�0;T �j2�σ� 3�

−
�−1�k2
2

arcsin

�
sn
�

L
2LNL

jU 1�0; T �j2�σ − 1�jm2

�	
−
πk2
2

;

(22a)

ϕNL2�L;T �

� L
4LNL

jU 1�0;T �j2�σ� 3�

� �−1�k2
2

arcsin

�
sn
�

L
2LNL

jU 1�0;T �j2�σ − 1�jm2

�	
� πk2

2
;

(22b)

where k2 is defined by the argument and period of the Jacobian
elliptic function sn�x2jm2�. More specifically, k2 is an integer
given by

k2 �
���� L�2LNL�−1jU 1�0; T �j2�σ − 1�

2K 2

����; (23)

where K 2�m2� is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
kxk means the nearest integer to x.

Because we are in the regime in which κ can be so small but
not zero or/and P0 can be so high but not infinity, we are going
to analyze what happens in the limit when we separate the two
TCF cores or/and we launch a pulse with strong P0 to the TCF
such that any power from the launch TCF core cannot be
totally transferred to the other TCF core. In this decoupling
limit, when κ → 0 (σ → 0), or/and P0 → ∞, the modulus
m2 → 0. Therefore, ϕNL1�L; T � → jU 1�0; T �j2L∕LNL and
ϕNL2�L; T � → jU 1�0; T �j2L∕2LNL. In this limit, we can see
that ϕNL1�L; T � recovers the standard form obtained for
SCFs [1]. For a useful notation, we define these last two limiting
values as ϕκ→0

NL1�L; T � � jU 1�0; T �j2L∕LNL and ϕκ→0
NL2�L; T � �

ϕκ→0
NL1�L; T �∕2. In fact, ϕNL2�L; T � � 0 when κ � 0 because

of the physical initial conditions; however, ϕNL2�L; T � reaches
the ϕκ→0

NL2�L; T � value because this is the lowest value that
ϕNL2�L; T � can reach when the first transfer of optical
power is carried out between the two TCF cores. As in the
previous section, we define the maximum nonlinear phase
shifts as ϕmax 1 � ϕNL1�L; 0� and ϕmax 2 � ϕNL2�L; 0�, where
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jU 1�0; 0�j � 1. Therefore, in the decoupling limit ϕκ→0
max 1 �

L∕LNL and ϕκ→0
max 2 � ϕκ→0

max 1∕2.

3. ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE
OUTPUT POWERS AND NONLINEAR PHASE
SHIFTS

In this section, we graphically show how the linear coupling
affects the power and SPM-induced phase shift of an optical
pulse propagating through a TCF. For this purpose, we con-
sider an unchirped Gaussian input pulse and the role of κc in
describing TCFs.

In general, the output power and nonlinear phase shift of an
optical pulse propagating through a TCF are given by P1�L; T �
and ϕNL1�L; T �, when the pulse leaves the launch TCF core at
the output. On the other hand, the output power and nonlin-
ear phase shift are given by P2�L; T � and ϕNL2�L; T �, when the
pulse leaves the unlaunch TCF core at the output. In Fig. 2, we
depict the two distinctive TCF regimes (linear and nonlinear
regimes) by the calculation of the analytical solutions of the
output powers and nonlinear phase shifts, P1�L; T � and
P2�L; T �, and ϕNL1�L; T � and ϕNL2�L; T �, at the pulse center
located at T � 0. For this task, we have considered the
simplest case when a Gaussian pulse of the form

U 1�0; T � � exp

�
−
1

2

T 2

T 2
0

�
(24)

is launched into one TCF core. We graphically show how the
normalized powers, P1�L; 0� and P2�L; 0�, and the maximum
nonlinear phase shifts, ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1 and ϕmax 2∕ϕκ→0
max 1, are af-

fected by the linear coupling. We also show the role of κc in the
design of TCFs and the reduction of the maximum nonlinear
phase shift, ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1, when the energy is maximally
exchanged from the launch to the unlaunch TCF core for the
first time. We chose the following values for our calculations:
T 0 � 100 ps, P0 � 4π W, jβj � 20 ps2∕km, L � 1 km,
and γ � 2 km−1 W−1 at λ � 1.55 μm. Therefore, we obtain
that LD � 500 km and LNL � 0.04 km. With these values,
we ensure that the dispersive effects in the TCF are minimized.
In this regard, ϕκ→0

max 1 � 8π and ϕκ→∞
max j � 6π. The green dashed

line represents the limit value for which ϕmax 2∕ϕκ→0
max 1 has not

physical interpretation because there is not light in the
unlaunch TCF core. In fact, we need to specify that, in the
linear regime, some discrete values of ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1 and
ϕmax 2∕ϕκ→0

max 1 also do not have a physical interpretation, be-
cause for those values there is no light in the launch and un-
launch TCF cores, respectively. For convenience, we have
plotted our graphic in terms of d∕a, where it is clearly notice-
able that the d∕a value related with the κc value, shown by a red
dashed line, separates the two TCF regimens (linear regime to
the left and nonlinear regime to the right). Note that, at κc , the
growth in the linear coupling results in a smooth jump for the
output powers and maximum nonlinear phase shifts in such a
way that the first maximum transfer of optical power is carried
out between the two TCF cores, and a second state of each
maximum nonlinear phase shift persists. In particular, the phys-
ics behind the smooth jumps in the maximum nonlinear phase
shifts means a reduction in the magnitude of the accumulated
nonlinear phase of an optical pulse caused by the linear cou-
pling. Here we have taken ϕκ→0

max 1 as the constant of normali-
zation to graph ϕmax 1 and ϕmax 2.

The absolute state difference of nonlinear phase for each
maximum nonlinear phase shift through the critical region is
given by jϕκ→0

max j − ϕ
κ→∞
max j j � ϕκ→0

max 1∕4. This relation shows that
the maximum nonlinear phase shift is reduced by a quantity

Fig. 2. Role of κc is shown in (a)–(d), and the reduction of the maxi-
mum nonlinear phase shift is shown in (c). The normalized output
power and maximum nonlinear phase shift, P1 and ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1,
are shown at the top and P2 and ϕmax 2∕ϕκ→0

max 1 at the bottom of each
figure. The d∕a value related with the κc value has been marked by a
red dashed line that separates the two TCF regimes. Fig. 3. Saturation of the maximum nonlinear phase shift.
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that depends on L, P0, and γ, just when the energy is maximally
exchanged from the launch to the unlaunch TCF core for the
first time. However, the total suppression of the maximum
nonlinear phase shift with respect to the ϕκ→0

NL1 value is always
a constant. Using the values of our before calculations, we ob-
tain that, in this case, the total suppression of the maximum
nonlinear phase shift is jϕκ→0

max 1 − ϕ
κ→∞
max j j � 2π.

To analyze more carefully the system, we illustrate in Fig. 3
ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1 and ϕmax 2∕ϕκ→0
max 1 in terms of L∕Lc, where

L∕Lc � �L∕K 1�κ. These results indicate that the maximum
nonlinear phase shifts reach a saturation value in such a way
that ϕmax j → ϕκ→∞

max j as L∕Lc grows.

4. EFFECT OF LINEAR COUPLING ON PULSE
SPECTRA

In the preceding section, we have shown how linear coupling
affects the maximum nonlinear phase shift of an optical pulse
after propagating through the length of a TCF. ϕNL1�L; T �
gives the form of the output nonlinear phase shift when the
optical pulse leaves the launch TCF core at the output, and
ϕNL2�L; T � gives the form when the optical pulse leaves the
unlaunch TCF core at the output. The effect of linear coupling
on SPM in a TCF can be investigated through the expressions
of the time-dependent nonlinear phase shift in each TCF core.
The maximum nonlinear phase shifts, ϕmax 1 and ϕmax 2, are
related with the spectrum of an optical pulse in the launch
or unlaunch TCF core, respectively. In this regard, if an optical
pulse is propagating through the launch TCF core, its spectral
content can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of
Eq. (4). On the other hand, if an optical pulse is propagating
through the unlaunch TCF core, its spectral content can be
obtained by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (4). In general,
the pulse spectrum at the output of each TCF core can be
obtained by

Sj�L;ω� �





Z

∞

−∞
U j�L; T � exp�i�ω − ω0�T 	dT






2

: (25)

Figures 4 and 5 show the symmetric pulse spectra, of initially
unchirped Gaussian pulses, at the output of each TCF core for
three input values of P0. Each pulse spectra is normalized and
corresponds to a particular separation between the two TCF
cores. As one may expect, the effect of linear coupling reduces
the pulse spectra just when the first maximum transfer of op-
tical power is carried out between the two TCF cores. This is so
because the maximum nonlinear phase shift, ϕmax 1∕ϕκ→0

max 1, is
reduced when that first coherent interaction between the TCF
cores results in an exchange of energy for the first time (see
Fig. 2). This result can be alternatively seen if we consider
the characteristic of the oscillatory structure that covers the en-
tire frequency range of each spectrum. In this sense, the spectral
width is reduced by a factor of 1/4 of the number of peaks when
an interchange of energy between the two TCF cores begins.
The number of peaks M and maximum nonlinear phase shift
ϕmax before and after the interaction of the TCF cores satisfy
the standard relation ϕmax � �M − 1∕2�π given in Ref. [1]. In
Figs. 4 and 5, the top, middle, and bottom rows show reduc-
tions of one peak, two peaks, and three peaks, respectively.

Although the general case of an input picosecond pulse of
arbitrary shape and chirp is applicable to our developed theory,
the analysis of an unchirped Gaussian input pulse was sufficient
and useful to obtain considerable and comprehensive results
about the effect of linear coupling on the phenomenon of
SPM in TCFs. For the case of a chirped Gaussian input pulse,
the effect of the initial chirp leads to structural changes in the
SPM-broadened pulse spectrum, such as in SCFs, but the

Fig. 4. SPM-broadened pulse spectra at the output of the launch
TCF core for P0 � 2π W, 4π W, and 6π W. Each normalized pulse
spectrum corresponds to a particular separation between the two
TCF cores.
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performance of the TCF is comparable with the case of an
unchirped Gaussian input pulse and not much is gained on
the spectral narrowing.

Strictly speaking, in the case of considering an asymmetric
TCF, the linear coupling and mode propagation constant
must be different for each TCF core. In this regard, the pulse
energy is never maximally exchanged from one TCF core to the
other for the first time and the total suppression of maximum

nonlinear phase shift can be smaller than the total suppression
when we consider symmetric TCFs. Therefore, a TCF with
dissimilar cores can induce smaller spectral narrowing than a
symmetric TCF.

To calculate the amount of spectral narrowing induced by
the linear coupling, we use the relation of the rms frequency
width of a Gaussian input pulse after undergoing SPM. This
relation is given by [1]

Fig. 5. SPM-broadened pulse spectra at the output of the unlaunch
TCF core for P0 � 2π W, 4π W, and 6π W. Each normalized
pulse spectrum corresponds to a particular separation between the
two TCF cores.

Fig. 6. Reduction of the SPM-broadened spectra of an unchirped
Gaussian pulse due to linear coupling. (a) and (b) P0 � 2π W, (c) and
(d) P0 � 4π W, and (e) and (f ) P0 � 6π W. The d∕a value related
with the κc value has been marked by a red dashed line that separates
the TCF regimes for each curve.
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Δω � Δω0

�
1� 4

3
ffiffiffi
3

p ϕ2
max

�
1∕2

; (26)

where Δω0 is the input rms frequency width.
Figure 6 shows the normalized frequency widths,

Δω1∕Δωκ→0
1 and Δω2∕Δωκ→0

1 , as a function of d∕a for P0 �
2π; 4π, and 6π W. HereΔω1 andΔω2 represent the frequency
width of an optical pulse when it is collected at the output
of the launch and unlaunch TCF cores, respectively. The con-
stant limiting value Δωκ→0

1 represents the frequency width
with maximum nonlinear phase shift ϕκ→0

max 1 � L∕LNL. The
green dashed line represents the limit value for which
Δω2∕Δωκ→0

1 has no physical interpretation because there is
no light in the unlaunch TCF core. In fact, we also need to
specify that in the linear regime some discrete values of
Δω1∕Δωκ→0

1 and Δω2∕Δωκ→0
1 also have no physical interpre-

tation, because, for those values, there is no light in the launch
and unlaunch TCF cores, respectively. We can see how the d∕a
value related with the κc value displaces to the left when P0 is
larger [see Eq. (15)]. This same effect can be observed for larger
values of γ. In Fig. 6, it is clear that the amount of spectral
narrowing induced by the linear coupling in a TCF is one-
quarter of the SPM-broadened spectra Δωκ→0

1 . In general, the
SPM-broadened spectra of an optical pulse are reduced a quan-
tity that depends on L, P0, and γ, just when the energy is max-
imally exchanged from the launch to the unlaunch TCF core
for the first time. However, the total suppression of frequency
width with respect to the Δωκ→0

1 value is always a constant.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a comprehensive theory to describe the
nonlinear propagation of picosecond pulses through symmetric
TCFs. Considering the elementary TCF switching process, we
have derived an exact analytical expression for the optical power
and nonlinear phase shift of a picosecond pulse of arbitrary
shape and chirp. Applying our results to a Gaussian input pulse,
we have shown how the maximum nonlinear phase shift is
affected by the linear coupling. To analyze this result, we have
defined a critical coupling coefficient that determines the sep-
aration of the TCF cores at which the pulse energy is maximally
exchanged from one TCF core to the other for the first time.
We also have shown that the critical coupling coefficient plays
an important role in the TCF performance and has a dramatic
impact on the accumulated nonlinear phase shift and, there-
fore, on the frequency spectrum. We also have demonstrated
spectral narrowing in the propagation of an initial unchirped
pulse through a TCF. Our results have shown that the linear
coupling between the two TCF cores induces that spectral nar-
rowing just when the first maximum transfer of optical power is
carried out between the TCF cores. This is so because the maxi-
mum nonlinear phase shift is reduced when that first coherent
interaction between the two TCF cores results in an exchange
of energy for the first time. The amount of spectral narrowing
induced by the linear coupling depends on the peak power of
the input pulse. However, the total reduction of frequency
width is one-quarter of the SPM-broadened spectra Δωκ→0

1 .
We describe this result as a way to overcome the effect of linear
coupling on SPM.
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